
Thomas Prince School Council meeting  

January 26, 2021  

3pm Google meets  

meet.google.com/iia-uhs
w-ibh 

Purpose of Meeting: Collaboratively develop and monitor school improvement efforts in regards 
to our SIP and the current state of our school during the pandemic. 

 
 Council Members in Attendance: Anne McCluskey, Corey  
                 Burnham-Howard, Tammy Boyle, Colleen  
                Sullivan McMullin, Tim Sawyer, Carrie  
                 St.Pierre, Denise Prunier, Deb Cox, Rick Thebeau 
  
                  Absent- Asima Silva, Tripp Meunier, Katey Palumbo, Rachael Lee, 
  
                  Others in Attendance: Amanda Martinez (Assistant Principal) 

Agenda  

1. Welcome  

2. Update on Hybrid Learning Model with Remote (Ms. Boyle and teachers) 

Tammy Boyle provided updates on what the Hybrid Learning Model looks like at TPS at this time. 
Teachers include at least 4 hours/day of live instruction (synchronous learning) including specials. 
This live instruction includes all cohorts.  Students receive an hour/day of asynchronous activities 
for the last hour of the day.  Teachers; especially of the younger grades, are encouraged to 
provide off-screen activities, choice boards etc. when possible for that asynchronous hour. Tammy 



reports that teachers have been doing an exceptional job meeting the needs of students across 
cohorts.  There are 129 students in Cohort A and 134 students in Cohort B as of the meeting  The 
remaining students are part of Cohort C.  There are no students in Cohort D yet, but that is in the 
works to begin the first week of February.  Tammy Boyle explained that TPS needed to allow the 
transition numbers to settle as there have been numerous changes either from hybrid to remote or 
remote to hybrid.  Before offering our highest needs students the opportunity to come in four days 
a week for in person learning, we had to stabilize our Cohorts A, B, C.  We also have to save 
seats for those who are remote but want to enter hybrid.  With any changes, we have to ensure 
safety expectations are followed. 

The building schedule has been divided into eight 40 minute periods with four 30 minute lunches 
built in.  Lunches are monitored by Tammy Boyle and Amanda Martinez.  

Member Anne McCluskey, Member Carrie St. Pierre, Member Debora Cox reported positive 
experiences with starting back hybrid.  Students have adjusted to the safety protocols very well 
and quickly, and the process has been smooth overall.  

3. School Improvement Efforts during the pandemic 

● Special Education (Mrs. Martinez) 

Amanda Martinez shared highlights on the state of special education at Thomas 
Prince School; specifically the members of the team, the intervention systems in 
place prior to COVID 19 and continuing throughout, and the expectations of IEP 
compliance pre-COVID 19 and during COVID 19 times.  

Thomas Prince School’s current Special Education Team includes two Special 
Education teachers (one for grades K, 2-5 and one for grades 1, 6-8), one Speech 
and Language Pathologist (no assistant), one Adjustment Counselor (services all 
IEP goals/services, 504 services, check-ins, SEL supports, and 8th grade high 



school pieces etc.), one .2 School Psychologist shared within the district and with us 
one day a week (primarily for testing and IEP meetings including psych testing), one 
.4 Occupational Therapist/COTA, nine paraprofessionals, and Amanda Martinez 
(Assistant Principal) as Team Chair for all IEPs and 504 coordinator.  

At this time, Thomas Prince School continues to follow the process of Response to 
Intervention (RTI) through in class interventions the classroom teachers use, but 
also through the use of our Student Evaluation Team (SET).  The SET meetings 
include the special education team meeting to discuss student progress and 
brainstorm needed interventions/successful interventions, while also providing a 
Tiered system of support for all students.  Teachers document interventions tried in 
class, meet with the team and share, and the team works with the classroom teacher 
to provide additional interventions and/or recommends special education testing. 
This tiered approach supports avoiding over identifying students and under 
identifying students with disabilities, and helps to ensure we have continued to 
provide the Least Restrictive Environment for all students. During the remote 
learning model, one intervention for some of our highest needs students has 
included offering an opportunity for those students to attend their remote classes in 
the TPS building.  There were no consistent staff/teachers in the building, so 
students offered this opportunity relied on administration/office staff for monitoring. 

The compliance timelines and requirements in the IEP legal document continue to 
be an area of focus for TPS special education.  With the Spring building closure due 
to COVID-19, the special education providers continued to offer services through 
linking plans and direct services.  All offered services were logged on a spreadsheet 
for each child.  IEP meetings were held remotely for families who chose to still have 
the meeting.  Many families opted to postpone IEP meetings and 
re-evaluations/initial evaluations for the Fall.  The timelines for evaluations and 
annual IEP meetings were still in place according to state and federal regulations, 
but families could opt to delay until the Fall with a reasonable time to complete the 
backlogged meetings and testing.  All pieces of correspondence had to be 
documented carefully and filed.  

In the Fall 2020, the Special Education team worked incredibly hard to complete the 
backlogged testing/evaluation meetings that had been postponed in the Spring (14), 
holding the IEP meetings that had been postponed, and collecting data on students 
to determine the impact of the Spring closure on a student’s progress with their 
goals/benchmarks.  This data collection has been integral in determining any 
COVID-19 Impact Compensatory Services (CCS) for each individual student needed 



depending on regression.  This data showed gaps between expected skills and 
current skills believed to be due to the closure, and the Special Education providers 
then determined appropriate interventions to help fill those gaps.  Again, the data is 
documented, and the need or no need for CCS is also documented. Meetings for our 
highest needs students to discuss the CCS had to be held prior to December, and 
we continue to discuss the CCS at each meeting this year. The meetings held in the 
Fall were a result of CCS discussions, backlogged meetings from the Spring, or 
regularly scheduled meetings since a team must meet each year by a specific date. 
In October, there were 21 school days, and 19 IEP meetings held.  In November, 
there were 16 school days, and 23 IEP meetings held.  The Special Education team 
worked hard to have the evaluations done, report writing, data collection, IEPs 
written, etc. to maintain compliance, but to also ensure that students were getting 
what they needed.  

To communicate the delivery of Special Education to students while remote and 
hybrid, Special Education providers/case managers are also responsible for creating 
and sharing Special Education Learning Plans for each student on an IEP.  We are 
also following a similar format for students on 504s who have services.  The Special 
Education Learning Plan provides an explanation of how the IEP will be 
implemented while remote and while hybrid, and includes the students schedule and 
live links for services.  By September 16, 2020, all students/families needed to 
receive their first Special Education Learning Plan, and services started right away 
as school started.  Over time, and after meetings and changes have been made to 
IEPs, the plan is updated and re-shared.  The 10 days of PD and planning prior to 
the start of school included work on prepping for services, phone conversations with 
families, and the creation of these plans.  Prior to November 18th and the first 
planned hybrid model, the case managers re-shared the documents with families 
with updated schedules and plans for how the IEP will be implemented while hybrid 
(or for students remaining remote, but having a new daily schedule with the school 
day schedule changing).  There were additional adjustments made over time, and 
case managers had to update and re-share for the January 19th hybrid start.  The 
Special Education Learning Plans continue to be updated and re-shared each time 
changes are made based on a meeting or schedule change.  This helps to keep 
families informed and clear on how the IEP is implemented in this different model of 
learning.  

In addition to these changes, additions, and continued systems, the Special 
Education team has had to learn a new IEP system the district rolled out this past 
Spring.  All IEPs had to be transferred over from the old system into the new system 
manually, and the new system is getting easier to work with over time.  There is also 
no longer an office assistant at TPS to help in scheduling IEP meetings. This is now 



done by the Assistant Principal/Team Chair. 

● STAR Assessments (Mrs. McCluskey) 

Member Anne McCluskey discussed the STAR Assessment.  This is an assessment 
the district has bought, and there are pockets of schools and grades piloting this 
year.  Thomas Prince School 7th and 8th grade students took the assessment in 
math and ELA, and the 6th grade accelerated math students also took the 
assessment.  The assessment only takes a student to a certain point based on their 
correct answers.  Most students took less than 30 minutes to complete math and no 
one reported any frustration.  Based on the data, the majority of 6th grade 
accelerated math, both sections of 7th grade math, and both sections of 8th grade 
math were at/above grade level on the STAR Assessment.  The results were very 
similar for the ELA assessment. 

● Review current goals between now and February and bring feedback to next 
meeting 

Tammy Boyle asked that members take a look at the current goals prior to the next 
meeting and share questions/feedback.  

 

4. Elections for new members 

● Student elections begin this week 
● Teacher elections begin this week  
● Parent elections should begin… (March?)  

 
Mrs. McClure and Mr. Grosse are working with their 6th and 7th grade students on student 



elections for School Council. Current planning is to get one 6th grader, one 7th grader, and two 
8th graders.  The School Council also needs one more teacher to join. 
The Council agreed to continue with the 4 current parent members through the remainder of the 
2020-2021 school year.  Tammy Boyle will contact the PTA to arrange for the parent elections for 
staggered terms with parent Members Corey Burnham-Howard and Katey Palumbo completing 
their term at the end of the 2020-2021 school year and new members joining parent Members Tim 
Sawyer and Colleen Sullivan for the 2021-2022 school year.  The intent is to have elections in 
February, with the 2 new members participating in the remaining meetings for the 2020-2021 
school year as a transition.  

5. Items for next meeting: 

- Review School Improvement Plan goals 
- Update on the hybrid parent survey 
- Review of January 26, 2021 Meeting Minutes 

6. Adjourn  


